SCHEDULE INTERNATIONAL CRIMES AND CRIMINOLOGY 2017-2018

### Compulsory Courses

- **Week 36-37 (Period 1)**: International Crimes (9 ec)
- **Week 38-39 (Period 2)**: Crimes (6 ec), Intern. Criminal Courts and Tribunals (6 ec), Expert Course (3 ec)
- **Week 40-41 (Period 3)**: Research Meth. for Intern. Crimes (6 ec)
- **Week 42-43 (Period 4)**: Perpetrators and Bystanders (6 ec)
- **Week 44-45 (Period 5)**: Thesis International Crimes and Criminology (18 ec)

- **Note**: The process of writing a thesis takes several months. Please start orientating on time (p3 or sooner) and contact a thesis coordinator on time.

### Optional Courses (choose 2 or more courses with a minimum study load of 12 ec)

- **Week 36-37 (Period 1)**: Public International Law (6 ec)
- **Week 38-39 (Period 2)**: International Humanitarian Law (6 ec)
- **Week 40-41 (Period 3)**: Research Seminar Internat. Crimes (3 ec)
- **Week 42-43 (Period 4)**: Corporations and International Crimes (6 ec)
- **Week 44-45 (Period 5)**: The Politics of International Law (6 ec)
- **Week 46 (Period 6)**: Terrorism & Security (6 ec)

- **International Law Clinic (12 ec)**

- **Note**: The process of writing a thesis takes several months. Please start orientating on time (p3 or sooner) and contact a thesis coordinator on time.

### Extra-curricular Courses

- **Week 36-37 (Period 1)**: Center for International Criminal Justice Research Lab (6 ec)
- **Week 38-39 (Period 2)**: ICC Moot Court (6 ec)
- **Week 40-41 (Period 3)**: Center for International Criminal Justice Research Lab (6 ec)
- **Week 42-43 (Period 4)**: ICC Moot Court (6 ec)
- **Week 44-45 (Period 5)**: Center for International Criminal Justice Research Lab (6 ec)
- **Week 46 (Period 6)**: Amsterdam Law Forum (6 ec)

- **Note**: The process of writing a thesis takes several months. Please start orientating on time (p3 or sooner) and contact a thesis coordinator on time.